Dependence of Regioregular Poly(3-hexylthiophene) Film Morphology and Field-Effect Mobility on Molecular Weight
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ABSTRACT: Morphological characterization has been used to explain the previously observed strong correlation between charge carrier mobility measured with thin-film transistors and the number-average molecular weight (MW) of the regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene). Atomic force microscopy and X-ray diffraction show that the low-mobility, low-MW films have a highly ordered structure composed of nanorods and the high-mobility, high-MW films have a less ordered, isotropic nodule structure. Modifying the morphology for a constant MW by changing the casting conditions or annealing the samples strongly affects the charge transport and morphology in the low-mobility, low-MW films, but has little effect on the high-MW films. In-plane grazing incidence X-ray scattering shows the in-plane π-stacking peak increases when the mobility increases for a constant MW. When the MW is changed, this correlation breaks down, confirming that in-plane π-stacking does not cause the mobility–MW relationship. We believe a combination of disordered domain boundaries and inherent effects of chain length on the electronic structure cause the mobility–MW relationship.

Introduction

Conjugated polymers have been developed into very useful materials for a variety of applications, including light-emitting diodes,1,2 photovoltaic cells (PVs),3–5 and thin-film transistors (TFTs).6–9 The operation of polymer PVs and TFTs is limited by the charge carrier mobility of the polymer. Therefore, understanding the determining factors of the mobility is key to improving the performance of polymer PVs and TFTs. High-mobility polymer TFTs (mobility of 0.01–0.1 cm²/V s) have been made with poly(9,9′-dioctylfluorene-co-bithiophene) (F8T2),9,10 poly[5,5′-bis(3-dodecyl-2-thienyl)-2,2′-bithiophene] (PQT),11,12 and regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT).13–17 The charge carrier mobility of P3HT has been related to the regioregularity,18 number-average molecular weight (MW),19,20 casting solvent,13,21 and carrier concentration.22 The properties of polyfluorene films also depend on MW.23,24 The present work shows how the MW, casting solvent, and processing conditions affect the charge carrier mobility of P3HT TFTs.

We have previously shown that varying the MW of P3HT by 1 order of magnitude results in a 4 orders of magnitude change in the field-effect charge carrier mobility in TFTs19 and a factor of 15 increase in the mobility of space-charge-limited current (SCLC) diodes of P3HT.25 The low-mobility, low-MW films have a highly ordered structure consisting of nanorods, whereas the high-mobility, high-MW films have an isotropic nodule structure. We hypothesized that the domain boundaries in the low-MW films and the shorter chain length caused the mobility to be low in these films. These results were obtained from unannealed films cast from chloroform onto substrates treated with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). Neher et al. have confirmed these results, but explained the mobility–MW relationship with a model in which low-MW films have highly ordered crystallites in an amorphous matrix, with the mobility limited by the amorphous regions.26 Neher et al. propose that the low-MW molecules tend to adopt a twisted, disordered conformation similar to that previously observed in higher molecular weight films at elevated temperatures.26 We now provide further experimental evidence to support our original model and show that the observations of Neher et al. also support our model. Others have shown that the amount of in-plane π-stacking is correlated with the mobility dependence on solvent23 and regioregularity.18 We will show in this paper that in-plane π-stacking cannot explain the mobility dependence on MW.

Experimental Section

To test the hypotheses about the cause of the mobility difference, steps have been taken to modify the morphology, while keeping the MW constant. The morphology was modified by annealing the film, changing the casting solvent,27 and changing the casting conditions. The polymers were classified as low-MW (M₆,GP < 4), medium-MW (M₆,GP ≈ 10), and high-MW (M₆,GP > 30). The polymers and electrodes used were fabricated as described previously.19 All polymers reported in this study are synthesized by the modified McCullough route using 2-methylthiophene as an end-capping agent28 and have regioregularities greater than 98% as measured by ¹H NMR. MW was adjusted by controlling the ratio of 2-methylthiophene to the monomer. The details of the polymers are reported elsewhere.19 All processing and electrical testing were completed in a nitrogen-purged glovebox. Substrates were cleaned in a UV ozone cleaner and then treated with HMDS by spin-casting from a 20:80 solution of HMDS/propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate at 4500 rpm. Spin-casting of the
The annealed samples were spin-cast from chloroform, heated to the saturation regime equation of the drain current plotted against the gate voltage and fitted about 30 min. Reported mobilities were measured in the high-MW films. Each of these processes increases the mobility of the high-MW films. All films are more strongly affected by these processes than the low-MW mobility by a factor of 50–100, whereas the mobility of the high-MW films increases by less than a factor of 5. The overall trend of increasing mobility with increasing MW is still observed, although the effect is reduced to a factor of 100 from the previous factor of 10000. This suggests that at least part of the mobility difference in unannealed spin-cast films is due to the morphology and is not inherent to the effects of chain length on charge transport. No correlation between threshold voltage and MW was observed.

AFM images of the low-MW chloroform-cast, xylene-cast, and annealed chloroform-cast films show substantial differences in morphology (Figure 2). The AFM images show that the nanorods are clearly resolved in both the topography and phase signals across the entire area of the scan. Dark areas in the phase images, such as the ones highlighted with a circle, correspond to depressions in the film and not disordered areas, suggesting that there are no surface regions where the molecules are amorphous. The nanorods in the xylene-cast, the annealed chloroform-cast, and the drop-cast films are locally ordered and appear to be better connected with neighbors, whereas the small aggregates of nanorods in the chloroform-cast film appear loosely connected and randomly oriented. The nanorods in the xylene-cast, the annealed chloroform-cast, and the drop-cast films are also much longer than those of the chloroform-cast film. The better connectivity of neighboring rods would be expected to make inter-rod transport easier by increasing the electronic overlap between neighboring nanorods, and could explain the increased mobility if transport in low-MW films is limited by the boundaries between the nanorods. Additionally, the increased length of the nanorods should reduce the number of required inter-rod hops to traverse the film. Little difference was observed in AFM images of the different high-MW films for each of the processes. All of the high-MW films appear to have an isotropic nodule-like structure (Figure 3b).19

Out-of-plane XRD spectra comparing the low- and high-MW chloroform films to the xylene films show both xylene films to have substantially higher crystallinity than their chloroform counterparts (Figure 4). This would be expected since the higher boiling point of xylene should allow the spin-cast films more time to reach their equilibrium structure during film formation. This effect was recently observed to be stronger with an even higher boiling point solvent, trichlorobenzene, for high-MW films.21 Similar results should be obtained from spin-casting a chloroform film in a solvent-saturated environment. All films are also crystallographically textured, with preferential ordering of the alkyl spacing direction (100) normal to the substrate. These observations are in agreement with what has been previously shown.18 Out-of-plane XRD of the annealed and drop-cast low-MW films shows no noticeable differences in peak intensity from the low-MW chloroform film, but does show sharper peaks.

Since the charge carriers in TFTs are confined to a thin layer adjacent to the semiconductor–gate dielectric interface, the out-of-plane diffraction is only indirectly related to the TFT charge transport. To directly measure the pertinent ordering, grazing incidence X-ray scattering (GIXS) from a synchrotron source was used. GIXS is strongly surface-sensitive since the electric field intensity of the X-rays decays exponentially with depth into the sample. The grazing angle can be adjusted to

\[
I_{sl} = \frac{W}{2L} C_{\mu d} (V_e - V_t)^2
\]

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) samples were deposited onto substrates similar to those used for TFTs but without the gold electrodes, while absorption samples were deposited onto similarly treated glass substrates. A Veeco multimode atomic force microscope using Nanodevices TAP150 AFM probes was used to make the AFM measurements in the tapping mode in air. The nanorods were only resolvable with very sharp tips. Polymer molecules easily adsorbed to the tip and typically reduced the resolution (within one or two scans) to the point at which the nanorods were no longer resolvable. For this reason fresh tips were used for each sample. A Phillips Expert X-ray diffractometer was used to measure the out-of-plane diffraction with Cu Kα X-rays. Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory beam line 7-2 was used in grazing incidence geometry with a beam energy of 9 keV to measure in-plane diffraction. Samples were tested in a helium ambient to prevent the beam from damaging the sample. Repeated scans showed no evidence of damage. The incident angle was 0.2°, and the scattered beam resolution was 1 mrad. The incident angle corresponds to a penetration depth of several micrometers in the polymer and 50–100 nm in the silicon substrate. Absorption measurements were made with an Ocean Optics UV–vis spectrometer.

**Results**

Figure 1 shows the results of annealing, casting from a higher boiling point solvent (xylene), and drop-casting on the charge carrier mobility of TFTs. The low-MW films are more strongly affected by these processes than the high-MW films. Each of these processes increases
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Figure 2. Atomic force microscopy images comparing low-MW films spin-cast from chloroform [(a) topography and (b) phase] and xylene [(c) topography and (d) phase], annealed after spinning from chloroform [(e) topography and (f) phase], and drop-cast from chloroform [(g) topography and (h) phase]. Circles denote a dark area in the phase image and the corresponding areas in the topography. The z-range is 10 nm except in the drop-cast film, where it is 100 nm.
determine the penetration depth and limit scattering from the substrate. Silicon oxide in the underlying substrate has a very broad scattering peak that overlaps with the \( \pi \)-stacking peak of P3HT. This peak was minimized by using a shallow grazing angle and a substrate with a thin oxide layer. GIXS has been previously used to determine the change in morphology in P3HT associated with regioregularity, dip-coating, and solvent.

GIXS data for low- and high-MW films from each of the processing conditions are compared in Figure 5. The GIXS data are plotted in terms of the scattering vector \( \mathbf{q} \), which is related to the scattering angle in eq 2.

\[
\mathbf{q} = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \sin \theta
\]

The spectra show ordering for both the alkyl chain direction (100) and the \( \pi \)-stacking (010) in-plane. It is surprising that there are (100) peaks because no corresponding (010) peak is seen in the direction perpendicular to the plane. The intensity of the \( \pi \)-stacking peak increases with each of the processing conditions at constant MW when the charge carrier mobility increases, and stays about the same in the high-MW annealing case where the mobility decreases slightly. This relationship between the in-plane \( \pi \)-stacking peak and the mobility has been previously observed. The drop-cast films showed mixed index peaks in-plane, indicating the presence of two- and three-dimensional ordering with very little crystallographic texturing.

Comparisons of GIXS data for high- and low-MW films with identical processing conditions show that the low-MW films have much sharper peaks than the high-MW films (Figure 6). The peak width is determined by the crystal size and/or the variations in spacing within a crystal. It seems likely that the low-MW films would have both larger crystals and less variation in \( d \) spacing. The annealed samples (Figure 6a) show a case where the film with a substantially larger \( \pi \)-stacking peak has a mobility 80 times lower. This strongly suggests that in-plane \( \pi \)-stacking is not the primary reason for the mobility difference between high- and low-MW films. The xylene spin-cast samples (Figure 6b) show a case with slight differences in the amount of in-plane \( \pi \)-stacking with MW, but a mobility difference of 300.

**Discussion**

AFM and XRD measurements show clear morphological differences between the low- and high-MW films. The low-MW films have well-defined nanorods that are much larger than the ordered domains of the high-MW films. One might expect that this increased order would provide better charge transport, but this is not the case. A proposed chain-packing model is shown in Figure 3 to help explain this observation. The low-MW polymer molecules are only about 8 nm long, so they are expected to behave like rigid rods. Figure 3a suggests that the molecules in a nanorod are highly ordered along the nanorod axis, but that the orientational order between
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**Figure 3.** Model for transport in low-MW (a) and high-MW (b) films. Charge carriers are trapped on nanorods (highlighted in yellow) in the low-MW case. Long chains in high-MW films bridge the ordered regions and soften the boundaries (marked with an arrow).
the small aggregates of nanorods is low. We hypothesize that the nanorods in the low-MW film are poorly connected and that charge transport between nanorods is consequently hindered. This hypothesis is supported by the increase in mobility observed in the annealed, drop-cast, and xylene spin-cast low-MW films. AFM characterization of these films shows local ordering of the nanorods that suggests improved inter-rod overlap. Since GIXS shows that the in-plane π-stacking also increases, it is difficult to conclusively determine the relative importance of these two effects on mobility.

AFM images show that the width of the nanorods is constant across the film, independent of processing conditions and similar to the length of the low-MW polymer chains (8 nm). This suggests that the molecules lie with their chain axis in the plane of the substrate and perpendicular to the long axis of the nanorods (Figure 3a). Out-of-plane diffraction shows strong alkyl chain stacking normal to the substrate, and thus normal to the nanorods, suggesting that the π-stacking direction is along the long axis of the nanorod. AFM images of low-MW nanorod monolayers show step heights of multiples of 1.6 nm, corresponding to the alkyl chain spacing, further supporting this model for molecular orientation. The AFM images (Figure 2) show a film that appears to be highly ordered, with very little room for disordered areas that could have their alkyl chain axis in the plane of the substrate. Since AFM only measures the surface structure of the 20 nm thick film, another phase could be present in the bulk of the film to account for the alkyl chain diffraction observed in the in-plane measurements.

The persistence length of regiorandom P3HT has been reported to be 2.1 nm, but since the regioregularity defects cause twists in the polymer chain, the persistence length of highly regioregular P3HT should be significantly longer. The high-MW polymer molecules are about 80 nm long. Since this is almost certainly longer than the persistence length, the molecules are expected to have multiple bends along their length. We hypothesize that the high-MW molecules form small ordered areas separated by disordered regions (Figure 3b). We propose that the long chains can interconnect ordered areas and prevent charge carriers from being trapped by the disordered boundary regions by creating a continuous pathway through the film. The increase in mobility observed in high MW films when they are drop-cast from chloroform and the spin-casting solvent is changed from chloroform to xylene corresponds to an increased in-plane π-stacking. The xylene case shows that the highest mobility occurs when no in-plane alkyl chain stacking is observed (Figure 5b). This observation is in agreement with the results of others. 

Interestingly, while the in-plane and out-of-plane diffraction for the xylene case is substantially different from that of the chloroform spin-cast case, the mobility difference is only a factor of 5 for high MW.

Evidence that the mobility–MW relationship is not primarily due to the in-plane π-stacking is shown in Figure 6a. Large differences in in-plane π-stacking occur, opposite of what would be expected if this were the cause of the mobility–MW relationship. This result does not show that in-plane π-stacking is not important in P3HT, just that it does not cause the mobility dependence on MW. When MW is held constant, our results show a direct correlation between mobility and in-plane π-stacking. That correlation breaks down when different MWs are compared. These observations suggest that the mobility difference is due to the earlier described domain boundary model, or to effects of the chain length on the electronic properties of the film. The chain length effects could be due to either effects of increased charge transport along the chain or the effect of the longer chains on delocalization of charge carriers between neighboring molecules. Previous work has shown that the longer chains present in polymers reduce the amount of ordering required to obtain strong charge carrier delocalization and bandlike conduction compared to that required in small-molecule films.

Neher et al. have claimed that the low mobility in the low-MW films is due to the molecules forming a twisted, disordered structure resulting in crystalline islands in an amorphous matrix. Table 1 and Figure 6 show a pronounced shift in the alkyl chain spacing with MW and a slight shift in the in-plane π-stacking distance. The shift in alkyl chain spacing with MW agrees with that observed by Neher et al. and is likely due to a change in the amount of interdigitation or the tilt angle of the molecules. The observed shift in the in-plane π-stacking distance is less than 1.6% and is not expected to have a significant effect on the transport properties. Additionally, at a constant MW there is no correlation between the π-stacking distance and the measured mobility. A conformation with the molecules twisting along the chain axis would hinder π-stacking, and would
be expected to increase the $\pi$-stacking distance and broaden the peak due to local variations in the spacing. The observed shift in the $\pi$-stacking is much less than what would be expected for significant chain twisting. Furthermore, the low-MW diffraction peaks are much sharper than the high-MW ones.

The out-of-plane XRD and AFM of the low-MW xylene film show a film with highly ordered domains, which does not suggest large amounts of disorder in the bulk of the film. As mentioned in the Experimental Section, AFM images of the low-MW films are very sensitive to the tip used. Once a tip becomes too dull to resolve the nanorods, the resulting image appears to show partially crystallized films with disordered areas surrounding a weblike network of crystals. This is an imaging artifact that is not representative of the film surface. The AFM data in Figure 2 clearly resolve the nanorods in both the topography and the phase images.

Domain boundaries in the low-MW films are either void space or disordered regions due to the steric limitations of the long, rigid polymer chains. A study of the grain boundary limited transport in sexithiophene predicted that charge transport should be thermally activated near room temperature and become independent of temperature at very low temperatures (<80 K). Recent results showing that the mobility in P3HT is not thermally activated above room temperature have been used to cast doubt on the grain boundary limiting...
mine the chain length at which the conjugation length stops increasing and the energy gap saturates. Since a shift in conjugation length is observed in four different molecular structures, and is related to the length of the molecules and not the number of units, it seems unlikely to be explainable by twisting of the chain units. Instead, confinement effects seem most likely. Another reason not to attribute the dependence of mobility on MW to variations in the amount of chain twisting is that medium- and high-MW films have similar absorption spectra, despite having different charge carrier mobilities.

**Conclusion**

The dependence of mobility in P3HT on MW has been shown to persist after substantial morphological modifications of the film. Low-MW films are much more sensitive to processing conditions, and their mobilities can be modified by a factor of 100. AFM data show that using processing conditions that give the chains more time to find an equilibrium position produces films with ordering of the nanorod structure and higher mobility. The overlap between neighboring nanorods is also apparently increased. This observation shows that at least part of the mobility difference between low and high MW is due to morphology and not to the chain length. In-plane GIXS measurements show that when MW is held fixed, the in-plane π-stacking intensity is directly related to changes in mobility. This relationship breaks down when films of different MWs are compared. Thus, the amount of in-plane π-stacking is not the primary cause of the dependence of mobility on MW. Instead, we believe the domain boundary structure of the low-MW films or inherent effects of chain length on electronic properties cause the remaining mobility dependence.
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